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Abstract� A long�standing problem in X�ray crystallography� known
as the phase problem� is to determine the phases for a large set of complex
variables� called the structure factors of the crystal� given their magnitudes
obtained from X�ray di�raction experiments� We introduce a statistical phase
estimation approach to the problem� This approach requires solving a spe�
cial class of entropy maximization problems repeatedly to obtain the joint
probability distribution of the structure factors� The entropy maximization
problem is a semi�in�nite convex program� which can be solved in a �nite
dual space by using a standard Newton�s method� The Newton�s method con�
verges quadratically� but is costly in general� requiring O�n�	 
oating point
operations in every iteration� where n is the number of variables� We present
a fast Newton�s algorithm for solving the entropy maximization problem�
The algorithm requires only O�n logn	 
oating point operations for each of
its iterates� yet has the same convergence rate as the standard Newton� We
describe the algorithm and discuss related computational issues� Numerical
results on simple test cases will also be presented to demonstrate the behavior
of the algorithm�
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� Introduction

X�ray crystallography has been one of the most productive approach to pro�
tein structure determination� X�ray crystallography determines a protein
structure by the following procedure� A protein crystal �rst is crystallized
and an X�ray beam is applied to the crystal� The crystal scatters the X�rays
and produces so�called X�ray di�ractions or re
ections� Di�erent protein
structures make di�erent di�raction patterns� The X�ray crystallographers
then use the recorded di�raction patterns to determine or distinguish di�er�
ent protein structures ��� ��� ����
Mathematically� a protein crystal structure can be described by an elec�

tron density distribution function ��r	 where r is an arbitrary point in the
crystal� An X�ray di�raction can be represented by a complex number FH

called the structure factor� where H is a three�dimensional integer vector
serving as the index of the structure factor�
There is a direct mathematical relationship between the electron density

distribution of the crystal and its structure factors� The electron density
distribution function � can be expanded as a Fourier series with the structure
factors FH as the coe�cients� namely�

��r	 �
X
H

FH exp����iH
T r	�

FH �
Z
V

��r	 exp���iHT r	dr�

where V is an unit space of the crystal�
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The structure factors are complex numbers� each having a magnitude and
a phase� The magnitudes can be obtained by measuring the intensities of
the di�raction spots since the squares of the magnitudes are proportional to
the intensities of the corresponding di�raction spots� However� the di�rac�
tion image does not contain any information about the phases� In order to
fully determine the electron density distribution of the crystal� the phases
need to be found� Here then arises the well�known phase problem in X�ray
crystallography�

Given the magnitudes of the structure factors� �nd the correct
phases that de�ne the electron density distribution function of the
crystal system�

Many e�orts have been made to solve the phase problem directly� Karle
and Hauptman ���� developed a method based on a nonlinear least�squares
formulation of the problem� The method has been successfully applied to
small molecules with less than ��� atoms �Karle and Hauptman received
the Nobel prize in chemistry in ���� for their work on the phase problem	�
However� the method by Karle and Hauptman has not been so successful for
large molecules such as proteins� This is because that the model they used
is not accurate enough for large molecules and the least�squares problem
also becomes too big to solve� For these reasons� Bricogne and several others
proposed a Bayesian statistical approach to the phase problem and developed
methods more suitable for large molecules� For details about the Bayesian
statistical approach to the phase problem� readers are referred to the original
papers by Bricogne et al ��� � �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� and a
recent review by the authors of this paper ����
One of the major computational components of the Bayesian statistical

approach is to compute the joint probability of the structure factors and use
them to determine the correct structure factors or equivalently the phases
given the fact that the magnitudes of the structure factors are already known�
More speci�cally� let F � fFHj

� j � �� � � � � ng be a set of structure factors�
Consider the structure factors as a set of random variables� We then want
to compute the joint probability of the structure factors FHj

when they are
assigned to some given values F �

Hj
� The probability needs to be evaluated

many times for many of the possible values assigned to the structure factors�
Based on the principles of statistical mechanics and information theory

���� ��� the probability P �F 	 is proportional to the maximum entropy of the





crystal system when its structure factors FHj
in F are restricted to the given

values F �

Hj
� It follows that if we can �nd the maximum entropy of such a

restricted system� we can immediately obtain the probability P �F 	�
Let � be a normalized electron density distribution function� Then� the

required probability can be obtained by solving the following entropy maxi�
mization problem�

max� S �m��	 ��	

s�t�
Z
V

��r	 exp���iHT
j r	dr � F �

Hj
� j � �� � � � � n ��	

Z
V

��r	dr � �� �	

where S �m is an entropy function� and for any ��

S �m��	 � �
Z
V

��r	 log���r	� �m�r	�dr� ��	

where �m is the uniform distribution function� More accurately� S �m��	 is
called the entropy of � relative to the uniform distribution �m� and more
generally� �m can be replaced by a distribution function containing more prior
information about the crystal structure�
Note that the objective function for the entropy maximization problem

is a concave function and the constraints are linear� Therefore� the problem
must be a concave program� In fact� the objective function is even strictly
concave and so the solution to the problem must also be unique�
Since it is a concave program� the entropy maximization problem can be

transformed to and solved in a dual form� By following a simple procedure�
we can obtain the following dual problem�

min
��������n

D���� � � � � �n	� ��	

where D is a convex function of ��� � � � � �n� The dual problem is simpler
than the original entropy maximization problem� It is an unconstrained op�
timization problem� and more importantly� a �nite dimensional optimization
problem� which can be handled much more easily than the original in�nite
dimensional primal problem�
Actually� the dual objective function D is a strictly convex function� It

follows that it can be minimized by using a standard Newton�s method� In
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general� the Newton�s method requires O�n�	 
oating point operations in ev�
ery iteration� where n is the number of variables� This is too expensive given
the fact that the entropy problem may have tens of thousands of variables
and needs to be solved many times�
In this paper� we present a fast Newton�s algorithm that we have de�

veloped recently for solving problem ��	 or equivalently� the entropy maxi�
mization problem ��	� The algorithm is equivalent to the standard Newton�s
method in the sense that it generates the same iterates and hence has the
same convergence rate as the standard Newton� On the other hand� the
cost per iteration is reduced from O�n�	 to O�n logn	� More speci�cally� the
Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury Formula is used in the algorithm to compute
the inverse of the Hessian of the objective functionD in terms of the inverse of
a special matrix called the Karle�Hauptman matrix in X�ray crystallography�
The inverse of the Karle�Hauptman matrix can be computed by using fast
Fourier transform� which requires only O�n logn	 
oating point operations�
Then� the total cost in computing a Newton step is reduced to O�n logn	�
In Section �� we describe the entropy maximization problem in greater de�

tail� We discuss previous approaches in Section � and present our algorithm
and related convergence and complexity results in Section �� We present
preliminary computational results in Section �� and conclude the paper in
Section ��

� Entropy Maximization

In this section� we derive the dual formulation of the entropy maximization
problem� We also discuss the properties related to the dual problem� The
results are not new� but we present them more formally and also include
more expository contents for general readers�
Jaynes ���� �� and Bricogne ��� derived a set of so�called entropy equa�

tions for solving the entropy maximization problem� This approach is based
on the necessary and su�cient condition of the solution to the problem� Al�
hassid ��� �rst discussed the dual formulation of the problem� More general
studies followed later in Fang ���� and Decarreau ���� As we will show be�
low� the dual formulation of the problem is closely related to the entropy
equations�
For convenience� we write the entropy maximization problem ��	 in the
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following more general form�

max� S �m��	 ��	

s�t� Fj��	 � fj� j � �� � � � � n ��	

F���	 � f� � �� ��	

where fj� j � �� � � � � n� are complex numbers�

Fj��	 �
Z
V

��r	Cj�r	dr� j � �� � � � � n

and

Cj�r	 � exp���iHT
j r	� j � �� � � � � n

C��r	 � ��

Let ��� ��� � � � � �n be a set of Lagrange multipliers� where �j� j � �� � � � � n�
are complex� Then� we can form the Lagrangian function for the problem�

L��� ��� � � � � �n	 � S �m��	 �
nX

j��

�j � �Fj��	� fj�� ��	

where � is the inner�product of complex numbers� i�e�� �a�� ib�	 � �a�� ib�	 �
a�a� � b�b��
Based on general optimization theory� a necessary condition for � to be

a maximizer for the entropy maximization problem is that � must satisfy all
the constraints of the problem and the partial derivative of the Lagrangian
function with respect to � must also equal zero� Since the objective function
of the problem is concave� the condition is also su�cient� We state the
condition formally in the following proposition�

Proposition ��� A necessary and su�cient condition for � to be a maxi�
mizer of problem ��	 is that it must satisfy constraints �
	 and ��	� and there
must also exist a set of parameters� ��� � � � � �n� such that

L�

���� ��� � � � � �n	���	 � � ���	

for all �� �� ��
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It is easy to verify that the objective function for problem ��	 is strictly
concave� Therefore� the maximizer must also be unique�
Note that

L�

���� ��� � � � � �n	 � S �

�m��	 �
nX

j��

�j � F
�

j��	�

Therefore� from ���	� we have

S �

�m��	���	 �
nX

j��

�j � F
�

j��	���	 � ��

Since

S �

�m��	���	 � �
Z
V

���r	 log���r	� �m�r		������r		dr

� �
Z
V

�log���r	� �m�r		 � ������r		dr

and

F �

j��	���	 �
Z
V

���r	Cj�r	�
�����r		dr

�
Z
V

Cj�r	����r		dr�

we then have

�
Z
V

�log���r	� �m�r		 � ��
nX

j��

�j � Cj�r	�����r		dr � ��

Since the integral is equal to zero for all �� �� �� the whole integrand must
be equal to zero� Therefore�

log���r	� �m�r	� � ��
nX

j��

�j � Cj�r	 � ��

Solve the equation for � to obtain

��r	 � �m�r	 exp��� � �	 exp�
nX

j��

�j � Cj�r	��
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Let �� � �� logZ or equivalently� Z � exp��� ��	� Then�

��r	 �
�m�r	

Z
exp�

nX
j��

�j � Cj�r	�� ���	

Since � must also satisfy all the constraints� by ��	�

Z
V

��r	dr �
Z
V

�m�r	

Z
exp�

nX
j��

�j � Cj�r	� � ��

We then obtain Z as a function of ��� � � � � �n�

Z���� � � � � �n	 �
Z
V

�m�r	 exp�
nX

j��

�j � Cj�r	�dr� ���	

By applying constraints ��	 to �� we obtain the equations

Z
V

�m�r	

Z���� � � � � �n	
exp�

nX
l��

�l � Cl�r	�Cj�r	dr � fj� j � �� � � � � n�

or more compactly�

	j�logZ	���� � � � � �n	 � fj� j � �� � � � � n� ��	

where 	j represents 	�	�j � These equations are called the entropy equations
and can be used to determine all the parameters ��� � � � � �n� Once ��� � � � � �n
are determined� � can be obtained from ���	� and the entropy maximization
problem is solved�
We now discuss the dual formulation of problem ��	 and show that solving

the entropy equations ��	 are equivalent to solving the dual problem of the
entropy maximization problem�
It follows from general optimization theory that the dual problem for

problem ��	 can be derived via minimizing the Lagrangian function L subject
to the necessary condition that the partial derivative of L with respect to �
is equal to zero in any feasible direction ��� that is�

min����������n L��� ��� � � � � �n	 ���	

s�t� L�

���� ��� � � � � �n	���	 � �� ���	

�



From condition ���	� we obtain a function � in terms of ��� � � � � �n as
in ���	� Substitute this � into the objective function L and require � to
be normalized to one� i�e��

R
V
��r	dr � �� Then� L becomes depending on

��� � � � � �n only�

L��� ��� � � � � �n	

� S �m��	 �
nX

j��

�j � �Fj��	� fj�

� S �m��	 �
nX

j��

�j � �Fj��	� fj�

� �
Z
V

��r	 log���r	� �m�r	�dr �
nX

j��

�j �
Z
V

��r	Cj�r	dr �
nX

j��

�j � fj

� logZ �
Z
V

��r	 log
Z��r	

�m�r	
dr �

nX
j��

�j �
Z
V

��r	Cj�r	dr �
nX

j��

�j � fj

� logZ �
Z
V

��r	
nX

j��

�j �Cj�r	dr �
nX

j��

�j �
Z
V

��r	Cj�r	dr �
nX

j��

�j � fj

� logZ �
nX

j��

�j � fj�

It follows that the dual problem ���	 can be simpli�ed to an unconstrained
minimization problem�

min
��������n

D���� � � � � �n	 � logZ���� � � � � �n	�
nX

j��

fj � �j� ���	

Let G be a function and hGi the average value of G by a probability
distribution ��

hGi �
Z
V

��r	G�r	dr�

where
R
V
��r	dr � �� Then� it is easy to verify that

	j�logZ	 � hCji�

	�jk�logZ	 � hCjCki � hCjihCki � h�Cj � hCji	�Ck � hCki	i�
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where Ck is the complex conjugate of Ck� and �Ck � hCki	 the complex con�
jugate of �Ck � hCki	� This implies that the Hessian of logZ is a covariance
matrix of the deviation of Cj�s from their averaged values�

Proposition ��� The Hessian of logZ is the covariance matrix of the de�
viation of Cj�s from their averaged values by the probability distribution ��
and

r��logZ	 � h�C � hCi	�C � hCi	Hi� ���	

where C � �C�� � � � � Cm	
T � �C�hCi	H is the complex conjugate of �C�hCi	�

and hi is taken component�wise�

Proof� By the de�nition of Z in ���	�

	j�logZ	 �
�

Z
	jZ

�
Z
V

�m�r	

Z��� � � � � �n	
exp�

nX
l��

�l � Cl�r	�Cj�r	dr

�
Z
V

��r	Cj�r	dr

� hCji�

It follows that

	�jk�logZ	 �
�

Z
	�jkZ �

�

Z�
	jZ	kZ

� hCjCki � hCjihCki

� h�Cj � hCji	�Ck � hCki	i�

The Hessian of logZ is then obtained in the form of ���	� �

Proposition ��� The Hessian of logZ is positive de�nite�

Proof� Let x � �x�� � � � � xn	
T be a nonzero vector and xH the complex

conjugate of x�

xHr��logZ	x � xHh�C � hCi	�C � hCi	Hix

� hxH�C � hCi	�C � hCi	Hxi

� hjxH�C � hCi	j�i

� ��

��



Assume that the equality holds for some x�

xHr��logZ	x � hjxH�C � hCi	j�i � ��

We then have

xH�C � hCi	 � ��

Given the fact that Cj �� hCji and Cj�hCji are linearly independent of each
other� x must be equal to zero� contradicting to the assumption that x be a
nonzero vector� Therefore�

xHr��logZ	x � hjxH�C � hCi	j�i 
 ��

and r��logZ	 is positive de�nite� �

Corollary ��� The Hessian of the function D is positive de�nite and there�
fore� D is a strictly convex function�

Proof� Note that r�D � r��logZ	� The corollary then follows immediately
from Proposition ��� and ��� �

Corollary ��� The entropy equations ��	 are equivalent to the necessary
and su�cient conditions for the solution to the dual problem ��	� Therefore�
solving the entropy equations ��	 is equivalent to solving the dual problem
��	�

Proof� Since D is a strictly convex function� a necessary and su�cient
condition for some ��� � � � � �n to be the minimizer of the function is that

	jD���� � � � � �n	 � �� j � �� � � � � n�

The corollary then follows immediately from the fact that

	jD��� � � � � �n	 � 	j�logZ	���� � � � � �n	� fj� j � �� � � � � n�

�

Finally we show an important relationship between the entropy maxi�
mization problem ��	 and its dual problem ���	�
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Proposition ��� Let � be a feasible solution to the entropy maximization
problem ��	� Then� for any � � ���� � � � � �n	

T �

S �m��	 � D��	� ���	

Moreover� if � is the maximizer of problem ��	 and � the minimizer of problem
��	� the equality will hold� and vice versa�

Proof� Given � � ���� � � � � �n	
T � let �� � �� logZ���� � � � � �n	 and

���r	 �
�m�r	

Z���� � � � � �n	
exp�

nX
j��

�j � Cj�r	��

Let � be a feasible solution for problem ��	� Since S �m is concave�

S �m��	 � S �m���	 � S �

�m���	��� ��	�

By the fact that L�

����� ��� � � � � �n	��� ��	 � ��

S �

�m���	��� ��	 � �
nX

j��

�j � F
�

j���	��� ��	�

Since Fj are linear and � is feasible�

F �

j���	��� ��	 � Fj��	�Fj���	 � fj �Fj���	�

By the de�nition of ���

S �m���	 �
nX

j��

�j � �Fj���	� fj� � logZ���� � � � � �n	�
nX

j��

fj � �j�

It then follows that

S �m��	 � S �m���	 � S �

�m���	��� ��	

� S �m���	�
nX

j��

�j � F
�

j���	��� ��	

� S �m���	 �
nX

j��

�j � �Fj���	�Fj��	�

� S �m���	 �
nX

j��

�j � �Fj���	� fj�

� logZ���� � � � � �n	�
nX

j��

fj � �j

� D��	�

��



The inequality ���	 is proved�
Let �� be the maximizer of problem ��	 and �� � ���

�� � � � � �
�

n	
T the mini�

mizer of problem ���	� We now show that S �m��
�	 � D���	�

Since �� is a maximizer of problem ��	� there must be a set of Lagrange
multipliers� ��� ��� � � � � �n� such that

���r	 �
�m�r	

Z���� � � � � �n	
exp�

nX
j��

�j � Cj�r	��

It then follows that

S �m��
�	 � �

Z
V

���r	 log����r	� �m�r	�dr

� logZ���� � � � � �n	�
Z
V

���r	
nX

j��

�j � Cj�r	dr

� logZ���� � � � � �n	�
nX

j��

fj � �j

� D��	�

Since D��	 � D���	 for all �� S �m��
�	 � D���	� However� by ���	�

D���	 � S �m��
�	� Therefore� S �m��

�	 � D���	�
On the other hand� suppose that the equality of ���	 holds for some ��

and ��� We show that �� must be the maximizer of problem ��	 and �� the
minimizer of problem ���	�
Since S �m��	 � D��	 for any feasible � and �� there cannot be � �� �� or

� �� �� such that

S �m��	 
 S �m��
�	 � D���	 
 D��	�

Therefore� �� must be optimal for ��	 and �� for ���	� �

� Previous Approaches

Since the objective function of ���	 is strictly convex� the problem can be
solved by using a standard Newton�s method� The method consists of an
iterative procedure� In each iteration� a Newton�s step is computed to
update the current iterate to obtain a new iterate� More speci�cally� if

�



��l� � ��
�l�
� � � � � � �

�l�
n 	

T is the current iterate� the next iterate ��l	�� is com�
puted by an iterative procedure�

��l	�� � ��l� � �r�D���l�	���rD���l�	� ���	

If we repeat the procedure� we will obtain a sequence of iterates� Since the
objective function is strictly convex� as a standard result� the sequence will
converge to the minimizer of the function� and also converge quadratically
when the iterate is su�ciently close to the minimizer� However� the Newton�s
method is costly in general in the sense that in each iteration� it requires
O�n�	 
oating point operations� in order to form the Newton step� i�e�� the
inverse of the Hessian times the negative gradient of the objective function�

The Newton�s method ��	 converges to the solution to problem
��	 quadratically� but in general� requires O�n�	 �oating point
operations in each iteration�

In the applications in X�ray crystallography� the entropy maximization
problem often is large in the sense that when transformed to problem ���	� n
often is in the order of tens of thousands� A straightforward implementation
of the Newton�s method will not be practical� especially when the problem
needs to be solved many times� as required by the Bayesian statistical ap�
proach to structural determination�
In order to reduce the cost of the Newton�s method� Bricogne ��� suggested

to approximate the Hessian of D so that the inverse of the approximated
Hessian can be computed in a cheaper way� More speci�cally� as we will show
later� the Hessian of D is actually equal to a special matrixK minus a matrix
FFH for some vector F � This matrix K is known as the Karle�Hauptman
matrix in X�ray crystallography ����� Bricogne ��� suggested to use this K
matrix as an approximation to the Hessian of D since the inverse of K can
be computed by using fast Fourier transform� which costs only O�n logn	

oating point operations� However� the fast convergence property of the
original Newton�s method is no longer guaranteed by such approximation�
As a trade�o� between fast convergence and low computational cost� an ad�
hoc approach is taken in practice� For example� in BUSTER ���� the Newton�s
method is used only for small problems� and is switched to the approximation
method when a large problem is considered�

��



Other approaches have also been taken to avoid the high cost of the
Newton�s method such as using the BFGS method ����� The BFGS method
does not compute the inverse of the Hessian� which actually is required in
practice� however� Therefore� it is still an issue how to compute the inverse
of the Hessian with less cost than O�n�	�

� A Fast Newton�s Algorithm

Here we present a fast Newton�s algorithm for solving the entropy max�
imization problem� The algorithm requires only O�n logn	 
oating point
operations for each of its iterates� yet has the same convergence rate as the
Newton�s method�
First� consider the Newton�s iteration ���	� Note that the major compu�

tation in the iteration is the Newton step�

��r�D	��rD� ���	

Based on the previous discussion� the gradient and the Hessian of D can
be computed in the following form�

rjD � rj�logZ	� fj � hCji � fj�

r�
jkD � r�

jk�logZ	 � hCjCki � hCjihCki�

By the de�nition� hCji is a Fourier transform of � and corresponds to a
structure factor FHj

�

hCji � F��	 �
Z
V

��r	Cj�r	dr � FHj
�

Let fj be equal to given structure factors F
�

Hj
� We can write the gradient

and the Hessian in terms of the structure factors�

rjD � FHj
� F �

Hj
�

r�
jkD � FHj�Hk

� FHj
F�Hk

�

In a more compact form�

rD � F � F ��

r�D � K � FFH�

��



where F � �FH�
� � � � � FHn

	T � F � � �F �

H�
� � � � � F �

Hn
	T � and K is a matrix such

thatKjk � FHj�Hk
� In practice� H�� � � � � Hn can be selected such that FHj�Hk

changes periodically� and K�k and K�l are simply permutations of each other
for di�erent k and l� A matrix K with these characteristics is called a Karle�
Hauptman matrix �����
Because of the special structure of the matrix K� its inverse can be com�

puted by using fast Fourier transform with less computational cost than
conventional matrix factorization methods� On the other hand� since r�D
is equal to K � FFH� by using the Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury Formula�
the inverse of r�D can be computed in terms of the inverse of K� In other
words� in order to reduce the cost for computing the Newton step� we can
use the Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury Formula to reformulate the Newton
step in terms of the inverse of K� We will then be able to obtain a faster
algorithm for solving the entropy maximization problem�
The Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury Formula usually applies to nonsingu�

lar matrices �see ��� ��� ���	� For our purpose� we give a more speci�c version
of the formula for positive de�nite matrices�

Theorem ��� Let T and S be two Hermite matrices� U a vector� and

T � S � UUH � ���	

Let S be a nonsingular matrix and � � UHS��U � Then T is positive de�nite
if and only if S is positive de�nite and � � �� Furthermore�

T�� � S�� �
S��UUHS��

�� �
� ���	

Proof� We �rst show that if T is positive de�nite� S is positive de�nite and
� � �� and the inverse of T can be computed by ���	�
If T is positive de�nite� S � T � UUH must be positive de�nite� Then�

T�� and S�� exist and are also positive de�nite� Multiply ���	 by S�� from
left and by T�� from right to obtain

S�� � T�� � S��UUHT��� ��	

It follows that

UHS��U � ��� UHS��U	UHT��U 
 ��

��



and UHS��U � � must be less than ��
From ��	� we have

T�� � S�� � S��UUHT��� ���	

Note that in the second part of the formula� if we substitute T�� recur�
sively�

UUHT�� � UUH�S�� � S��UUHT��	

� UUHS�� � UUHS��UUHT��

� UUHS�� � UHS��UUUHT��

� UUHS�� � �UUHT���

Therefore�

UUHT�� �
UUHS��

�� �
� ���	

Substitute ���	 into ���	 to obtain

T�� � S�� �
S��UUHS��

�� �
�

We now show that if S is positive de�nite and � � �� T must be positive
de�nite� and the same formula ���	 for the inverse of T follows�
If S is positive de�nite and � � �� we can construct a matrix�

T � � S�� �
S��UUHS��

�� �
�

It is easy to verify that T � is positive de�nite and

T �T � T ��S � UUH	 � TT � � �S � UUH	T � � I�

Therefore� T � is the inverse of T and T must be positive de�nite� �

By applying the Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury Formula ���	 to r�D� we
obtain the following results�

Proposition ��� Let r�D � K � FFH � where K is a Karle�Hauptman
matrix� Then�

� � FHK��F � �� ���	

��



Proof� The result follows directly from Theorem ��� and the fact that r�D
is positive de�nite� �

Proposition ��� Let r�D � K � FFH� where K be a Karle�Hauptman
matrix� Then� the inverse of r�D can be computed by the following formula�

�r�D	�� � K�� �
K��FFHK��

�� �
� ���	

where � � FHK��F �

Proof� Since r�D is positive de�nite� K is also positive de�nite and � � �
by Theorem ���� The formula can then be derived by using ���	 for r�D� �

By using formula ���	� we can write the Newton step ���	 in the following
form�

��r�D	��rD � ��K � FFH	���F � F �	 � V �
FHV

�� FHU
U ���	

where

V � K���F � � F 	� U � K��F� ���	

In this formula� the computation for the Newton step is reduced to computing
the inverse of K times a vector� The inverse of K and its product with a
vector can all be computed by using fast Fourier transform� which we verify
later in the section�
Figure � contains an outline of the fast Newton�s algorithm constructed

by using the above formulas� In the �rst step� an initial guess ���� is given
and l is set to zero� Then the step � is repeated� First� in step �a� given
�
�l�
� � � � � � �

�l�
n � the corresponding �

�l� and Z���l�	 are computed� they can be
computed together through an inverse Fourier transform� which requires only
O�n logn	 
oating point operations� In step �b� another Fourier transform

is applied to ��l� to obtain the structure factors F
�l�
j � and the cost is again

in the order of n logn� In step �c� two Fourier transforms are required for
two matrix�vector products� �K�l������l� and �K�l����F �l�� Finally� in step �d�
the Newton step is formed with the Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury Formula�
and a new iterate ��l	�� is obtained� The whole step �d requires only vector�
vector operations and costs O�n	 
oating point operations� In the end of

��



the iteration� if the new iterate is optimal� the algorithm stops� otherwise�
the iteration continues until it converges� In any case� each iteration requires
only O�n logn	 
oating point operations�

The fast Newton�s algorithm converges to the solution to prob�
lem ��	 quadratically� and in each iteration� requires only O�n logn	
�oating point operations�

To complete the section� we verify the facts that the inverse of K as well
as the matrix�vector products K���F � � F 	 and K��F can all be obtained
through certain forms of Fourier transforms�

Proposition ��� Let K be a Karle�Hauptman matrix� Kjk � FHj�Hk
� and

for all k�

FHj�Hk
�

Z
V

��r	 exp���i�Hj �Hk	
T r�dr� j � �� � � � � n� ��	

��r	 �
nX

j��

FHj�Hk
exp����i�Hj �Hk	

T r�� ��	

Then K�� can be obtained with �K���jk � EHj�Hk
� and for all k

EHj�Hk
�

Z
V

����r	 exp���i�Hj �Hk	
T r�dr� j � �� � � � � n� ��	

����r	 �
nX

j��

EHj�Hk
exp����i�Hj �Hk	

Tr�� �	

Proof� Let L � KK��� We show that L is an identity matrix� By the
de�nitions of K and K��� we have

Ljk �
nX
l��

FHj�Hl
EHl�Hk

�
nX
l��

EHl�Hk

Z
V

��r	 exp���i�Hj �Hl	
T r�dr

�
Z
V

��r	 exp���i�Hj �Hk	
T r�

nX
l��

EHl�Hk
exp����i�Hl �Hk	

Tr�dr

��



The Fast Newton�s Algorithm

�� Input initial ����� Set l � ��

�� Repeat

�a� Compute

Z���l�� �

Z
V

�m�r� exp	
nX

j��

�
�l�
j Cj�r�
dr

��l��r� �
�m�r�

Z���l��
exp	

nX
j��

�
�l�
j Cj�r�


�b� Compute� for j � �� � � � � n�

F
�l�
j �

Z
V

��l��r� exp���iHT
j r�dr

�c� Set

��l� � F �
� F �l�

V �l� � 	K�l�
����l�

U �l� � 	K�l�
��F �l�

�d� Compute

���l� � V �l� 
	F �l�
HV �l�

�� 	F �l�
HU �l�
U �l�

��l	�� � ��l� ���l�

l � l  �

�e� If the optimality condition is satis�ed� go to ��

�� Set �� � ��l�� �� � ��l�� Stop�

Figure �� Outline of the fast Newton�s algorithm
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�
Z
V

��r	 exp���i�Hj �Hk	
T r�����r	dr

�
Z
V

exp���i�Hj �Hk	
T r�dr�

It is easy to see that Ljk � � if j �� k and Ljk � � if j � k� L is indeed an
identity matrix� The same result can be obtained for L � K��K� �

Proposition ��� Let K be a Karle�Hauptman matrix� Kjk � FHj�Hk
� and

for all k�

FHj�Hk
�

Z
V

��r	 exp���i�Hj �Hk	
T r�dr� j � �� � � � � n� ��	

��r	 �
nX

j��

FHj�Hk
exp����i�Hj �Hk	

T r�� ��	

Let U � K��F � Then

Ul �
Z
V

����r	���r	 exp���iHT
l r�dr� ��	

where

���r	 �
nX

j��

FHj
exp����iHT

j r	� ��	

Proof� We show that Ul �
Pn

j�� �K
���ljFHj

� By Proposition �� and the
de�nition of ���r	�

Ul �
Z
V

����r	���r	 exp���iHT
l r�dr

�
Z
V

����r	
nX

j��

FHj
exp����iHT

j r	 exp���iH
T
l r�dr

�
nX

j��

FHj

Z
V

����r	 exp���i�Hl �Hj	
T r�dr

�
nX

j��

EHl�Hj
FHj

�
nX

j��

�K���ljFHj
�

�

��



Proposition ��� Let K be a Karle�Hauptman matrix� Kjk � FHj�Hk
� and

for all k�

FHj�Hk
�

Z
V

��r	 exp���i�Hj �Hk	
T r�dr� j � �� � � � � n� ��	

��r	 �
nX

j��

FHj�Hk
exp����i�Hj �Hk	

T r�� ��	

Let V � K���F � � F 	� Then

Vl �
Z
V

����r	���r	 exp���iHT
l r�dr� ���	

where

���r	 �
nX

j��

�F �

Hj
� FHj

	 exp����iHT
j r	dr� ���	

Proof� Similar to the previous proposition� we show that

Vl �
nX

j��

�K���lj�F
�

Hj
� FHj

	�

By Proposition �� and the de�nition of ���r	�

Vl �
Z
V

����r	���r	 exp���iHT
l r�dr

�
Z
V

����r	
nX

j��

�F �

Hj
� FHj

	 exp����iHT
j r	 exp���iH

T
l r�dr

�
nX

j��

�F �

Hj
� FHj

	
Z
V

����r	 exp���i�Hl �Hj	
T r�dr

�
nX

j��

EHl�Hj
�F �

Hj
� FHj

	

�
nX

j��

�K���lj�F
�

Hj
� FHj

	�

�

Finally� from a matrix computation point of view� we note that the Karle�
Hauptman matrixK andK�� are basically circulant matrices� and the results
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in Proposition ��� and ��� can therefore be obtained in terms of the properties
of circulant matrices as well�
Let A � �A�� � � � � An	

T be a vector� Then� a circulant matrix C�A	 is a
matrix with its �rst column equal to �A�� A� � � � � An	

T � the second �An� A�� � � � � An��	
T �

the third �An��� An� � � � � An��	
T � ���

Let A � �A�� � � � � An	
T and B � �B�� � � � � Bn	

T be two vectors� A discrete
convolution of A and B� denoted by �� is de�ned as

A �B � C�A	B� ���	

where C�A	 is a circulant matrix generated by A�
It follows that the product of a circulant matrix and a vector is a discrete

convolution� Based on discrete convolution theory� a discrete convolution
of two vectors can be computed via discrete Fourier transform� Let x be a
vector and FT �x	 the discrete Fourier transform of x�

Theorem ��� Let A � �A�� � � � � An	
T � B � �B�� � � � � Bn	

T � a � �a�� � � � � an	
T �

b � �b�� � � � � bn	
T � and A � FT �a	 and B � FT �b	� Then�

A �B � FT �a	 � FT �b	 � FT �a�b	� ��	

where a�b � �a�b�� � � � � anbn	
T is the component�wised product of a and b�

Proof� See standard text books on discrete Fourier transform and convolu�
tion� for example� ���� and ���� �

By applying this theorem to matrix K��� we obtain the formula for com�
puting the product of K�� and a vector X� Let X � FT ��	 for some �� Since
K�� � C�E	� where E � FT ����	� Then�

K��X � E �X � FT ����	 � FT ��	 � FT ������	� ���	

It follows that the product of K�� and X can be obtained with fast Fourier
transform� which requires only O�n logn	 
oating point operations�

� Preliminary Computational Results

We have implemented the fast Newton�s algorithm in Matlab and compared
it with several other algorithms including a gradient algorithm� a standard

�



Newton�s algorithm� and an algorithm with Hessian approximation� By Hes�
sian approximation we mean that we use K instead of K � FFH as an
approximation to the Hessian of the function D�
We have tested the algorithms with a set of model problems generated

in the following procedure� We �rst constructed a one�dimensional density
distribution function� We then generated �ve sets of structure factors from
the function� The �rst set has � structure factors� the second ��� the third ��
the fourth ��� and the �fth ���� From each set of structure factors we de�ne
an entropy maximization problem with the corresponding structure factors
as the constraints� We then obtain �ve entropy maximization problems�
We applied the algorithms to the model problems and recorded the num�

ber of iterations required for the algorithm to converge to the solution to the
problem� We also recorded the total number of 
oating point operations for
each run�
Note that we used the Matlab routine for the fast Fourier transform

required in the algorithms� We also used the Matlab routine for the linear
system solve in the standard Newton�s algorithm� In each iteration� the
gradient algorithm needs to compute the function and the gradient� Given
��� � � � � �n� the function and the gradient of D can both be obtained by doing
some fast Fourier transforms� Therefore� the cost of each iteration in the
gradient algorithm is O�n logn	� However� the gradient algorithm converges
only linearly and may take too many iterations to reach a solution�
When the Hessian is approximated by K� the inverse of the Hessian can

be computed in O�n logn	� So the approximation algorithm should take
the same order of 
oating point operations as the fast Newton�s algorithm�
However� because of the approximation� the algorithm is no longer a Newton�s
algorithm� and therefore� the fast convergence rate of the Newton�s algorithm
will be lost�
Table �� �� and  showed the performance of the algorithms in terms of the

number of iterations or the total number of 
oating point operations� Table �
showed the numbers of iterations required for the gradient algorithm� Clearly�
it took many more iterations to converge than the fast Newton�s algorithm�
which for all the test problems� took only � iterations�
Table � showed the number of iterations required by the approximation

algorithm� For all the problem instances� the algorithm took � to  times
more iterations than the fast Newton�s algorithm� Since the test problems
we have constructed are relatively simple and easy� we expect the di�erence
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between the two algorithms to be bigger in practice when the problem is
larger and more complicated� In any case� there is no theory to guarantee
the approximation algorithm to converge fast�
Table  showed the total numbers of 
oating point operations required by

the standard and fast Newton�s algorithms� As we can see from the table� the
standard Newton�s algorithm required much more 
oating point operations
than the fast Newton�s algorithm� For example� for the test problem with ���
structure factors� the fast Newton�s algorithm required about ��� thousand

oating point operations� while the standard Newton�s algorithm did more
than � million 
oating point operations� The fast Newton�s algorithm was
more than �� times faster� When the problem size becomes larger� we expect
the di�erence to be even bigger�

Table �� Comparison with a Gradient Algorithm �� Iterations	

� Factors� � �� � �� ���
Gradient� �� �� �� �� ��

Fast Newton� � � � � �

Table �� Comparison with an Approximation Algorithm �� Iterations	

� Factors� � �� � �� ���
Approximation� �� �� �� �� ��
Fast Newton� � � � � �

� Concluding Remarks

In this paper� we studied the entropy maximization problem in the Bayesian
statistical approach to the phase problem in protein X�ray crystallography�
Since the solution to the problem is required in every step of the Bayesian
method� an e�cient algorithm for solving the problem is important especially

��
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Table � Comparison with a Standard Newton�s Algorithm �� Flops	

� Factors� � �� � �� ���
Standard� ���� ����� ����� ������� �������

Fast Newton� ���� ����� ����� ����� �����

for large�scale applications� Previous approaches used standard Newton�s or
approximation methods� They were either costly� requiring O�n�	 compu�
tation time� or not able to guarantee the fast convergence� where n is the
number of structure factors of interest� We derived a formula to compute
the inverse of the Hessian in O�n logn	 computation time� thereby reducing
the time complexity of the Newton�s method� As a result� we should now
be able to apply the Newton�s method to large�scale problems with both low
computational cost and fast convergence rate�
We described the entropy maximization problem and reviewed previous

approaches to the problem� Some of the previous results were given only
informally in literature� We gave more formal descriptions and provided
accurate proofs for key mathematical facts� In particular� we re�derived the
entropy equations for solving the entropy maximization problems and the
dual formulation of the problem� and showed the close relationship between
the two approaches�
We focused on the dual problem of the entropy maximization problem�

and derived the Sherman�Morrison�Woodbury Formula for the computation
of the inverse of the Hessian of the objective function� We presented the fast
Newton�s algorithm based on this formula� and veri�ed the time complexity
for each step of the computation�
We also described our computational experiments with the fast Newton�s

algorithm� We presented the results from using the algorithm for a set of
simple test problems� and compared them with some other methods� The
results showed that the fast Newton�s algorithm converged in fewer iterations
than a typical gradient algorithm and an algorithm with Hessian approxima�
tion� although they all required the same order of 
oating point operations
in each iteration� On the other hand� the fast Newton�s algorithm required
much less computation than the standard Newton�s algorithm� although they

��
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both converged in the same rate� The results implied that the fast Newton�s
algorithm can be used to reduce the high cost of the standard Newton�s
algorithm� while converging as fast as the standard Newton and certainly
faster than the gradient and Hessian�approximation methods� This makes
it possible for solving large�scale entropy maximization problems in practice
and for developing more e�cient and reliable phase estimation procedures
for structure determination�
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